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Land-based Financing as Powerful UR Tool
Yokohama City, Totsuka Ward Redevelopment

Source: Yokohama City

Totsuka Ward Yokohama City Case in Steps
Scoping

Planning

Financing

Implementation

• Totsuka Station experienced a high increase of passengers during
the rapid urbanization period post WWII
• Over-populated areas with narrow alleys with old wooden
structures had high disaster risks and congested traffic
• Urban redevelopment project was designated in 1994 (21.8 ha)
• Negotiation and consensus building among stakeholders
• Project implementation plan was approved in 2007

• Meeting difficulty to secure lands in built-up area, application of
“rights conversion” method ensured land supply and financing
• Public facilities increased from 0.8 ha to 2.5 ha, while residential
areas decreased from 3.5 ha to 1.8 ha (reserve floors sold for
financing the project implementation
• Demolition and construction
• Project completion in 2012 as successful intermodal transfer
facility as mid-rise CBD area in southwest Yokohama City

Land Value Capture
“Reaping without sowing, or private gain at public cost” (Dawson, 1890)

Source: Adapted from Hong and Brubaker 2010.

Tools for Land-based Financing
Land Readjustment Project
• Land development
method to improve
infrastructure whilst
also increasing land
value
• All land rights are
legally converted to
new plots
• Technical infrastructure
is improved using
contributed land
• Project costs are
financed by the land
contributed by
landowners
• Average contribution is
28-35% (1970-2005)

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

Tools for Land-based Financing
Urban Redevelopment Project
• Intensive utilization of land to generate land for infrastructure, public facilities
• Previous land owners’ land rights are converted to new building (“floors” of
same land value)
• Project costs are financed by the sales of “additional floors” generated by project

Source: Tokyo Development Learning Center, World Bank Group

Tools for Land-based Financing
Bonus Floor-Area-Ratios (FARs)
 Relaxing the base FAR (stipulated through Land
Use Zones) is possible under certain
circumstances. Significantly higher FARs
allowances are granted as a “bonus” in return
for private investment in compensating public
facilities (e.g. station plazas, open space,
pedestrian walkways, etc.)
 Unused FAR (difference of maximum permitted
FAR of the area to the building’s actual FAR) can
be transferred to another building in the
vicinity as air rights transfer (possible only in
certain District Planning areas).

 Underlying principle of this deregulation is the
optimal distribution of costs and benefits
based on local conditions. From the
Government’s perspective, FAR bonuses are
given to realize public goods with little/ no
upfront cost for the Government.

Applying Tools for Land-based Financing
Tokyu Corporation TOD Model
Corporate Ownership & Stewardship Model
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Key Lessons Learnt
1. Land-based UR mechanisms enables the public and

private sector to carry out necessary development
projects to serve public interests through provision of
infrastructure and service delivery.
2. They are a powerful to achieve compulsory dedication of
private land to public uses.

3. However, they require certain institutional and
legislative environments (e.g. land registry systems, land
valuation mechanisms) that enable its implementation.
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